Agility 2019
Agility, SPIT’s premier inter-departmental sports event, is easily one of the most
exciting events of the year. This dent of the conflict among the five branches of
S.P.I.T. started on the 30th of September. A cord of enthusiasm galloped through
the students and participation arose in dozens. S.P.I.T. had buckled up in this aura
injected with athletic vibes.
Football leagues commenced on the 30th of September. Matches took place in the
Bhavan’s ground located adjacent to the SPCE hostels. The acknowledgement
from the audience incited the players. On the 7th of October, EXTC panned out
winning against ETRX thus holding the first position.

” Although we faced challenges, with the support of the whole team we were able
to ensure that everyone had a good time.”
-Krisha Chokshi, Sports Secretary
One of the most awaited events was the girl’s throwball. A variety of throwing
styles was revealed by the performers. Some were spinning the ball roughly, while

some were sitting down and slinging, while some smashing the ball energetically
in opposing court. On 7th October at 5:30 pm, the jaw-dropping match between
EXTC and ETRX took place. Students from all branches gathered around cheering
and clapping. EXTC bagged gold against the latter.

This was followed by volleyball from 30th September to 11th October. No less
than last year, enthusiastic participation was seen from all the branches. On the
11th of October, Computers[B] won the ultimate match against ETRX[B].

“The match was amazing. The competition was really nice and I hope we will be
able to make a really good team for our college”
-one of the players.
The Indoor events commenced on 7th October, carrying on till the 24th. The
events- Chess, Carrom doubles, Carrom singles as well as Table Tennis took place
more or less simultaneously, which created more buzz and attracted patrons of
each of the disciplines.
Chess kicked off with the group stages, where 2 groups were formed with 5 players
representing their respective branches. The top 2 players of each group qualified
for the Elimination rounds. In one of the groups, the top 2 participants, Madhav
Lohati of FE Computers and Tanmay Varade of TE Electronics finished level on
points, leading to a fiery rematch contest. The rematch ended with Madhav
clinching the victory and progressing to the elimination rounds. The event
concluded with Shreyas of TE Electronics in 1st place, Madhav of FE Computers
in 2nd while Madhur of SE IT in 3rd.

Next up was Table Tennis, which took place in the Gymkhana. The thrilling
matches and electrifying pace of the game made for an unforgettable atmosphere.
The event attracted huge crowds who had come to passionately support their
branch. One of the most memorable and nail-biting encounters took place between
Aditya of TE ETRX and Mihir of FE Computers, with Aditya edging the victory as
well as finishing in 3rd place. Adwait Kaudanya of SE EXTC captured 1st place
with Yash Wadalkar of SE EXTC bagging second place.
Carrom was played in singles as well as doubles, making for a fantastic set of
contests. The biggest upset of the event came when the double team of Jash Jain
and Rishabh Jain of FE Comps eliminated the famous duo of Rahul and Poojan of
BE Comps, who have made the finals of this event on 3 successive occasions. The
duo of Omkar D and Tanmay from TE ETRX bagged 1st while Jash and Rishabh
from FE Computers finished 2nd. Omkar G and Prasad from TE ETRX clinched
3rd place. Carrom singles concluded with Dhiraj from FE EXTC grabbing 1st

place, Nikhil from FY MCA grabbing 2nd and Mandar from TE ETRX claiming
3rd.

“All the participants were very focused and competitive. Some of them impressed
me with their experience and understanding of the game. As for the organization, I
felt that the coordinators had explained the rules and point system quite well,
which led to a steady flow and matches being held according to schedule.”
-Rishabh, FE IT.
Towards the end of the event, the final standings were 134 for ETRX, 118 for
runners up EXTC, Computers coming in third with 71, IT with 30 and finally
MCA with 18. The players congratulated their buddies for the healthy and tough
competition, who can barely wait for the next iteration of the games.

